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Welcome to Issue 3
Well, well, well, its now 2023 so happy new
year. Let us hope that this is a better year. For
us at the Mountaineer it means we are getting
closer to that final time when we will stop the
shakedown and become a fully active ship. “I
like this ship it’s exciting!!”
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Preparing for the Future
What does the future hold for us as
Engineering? Have you really gave this question
much thought? 
We are one of the groups that shape the future
by what we do. How we do it. How we build it.
What we build why we build. 
We do we do what we do. 
We have a very long history of being the group
that they look to in order to solve a problem. 
So are you looking at the future? While you
should say yes. You should also remember the
past. We are buidling upon the things that came
before us. We are to make them better not make
them worse!
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The Cost of Engineering
Sometimes the cost we pay as engineers comes
at a high price. 
There is always something to be planned for that
is unexpected. Take the case of a large cement
bridge support that was being transported by a
truck. 

The Truck was stuck at a stoplight and part of
the large beam was still over the tracks. 
And as you can imagine a train hit it. Thankfully
the driver of the truck didnt get hurt. And the
train crew only had minor injuries. 

Hitting the beam caused two train engines and
ten cars to derail. In the grand scheme of things
this could have been much worse. 

But this goes without saying that because of this
event there will be other issues such as the
bridge that beam was going to will be delayed
on being completed the track and trains and
cars that are damanaged. 

But thankfully once again there were no serious
injury or death

Plug and Play or plug and Pray?
In reference to the above picture one has to
wonder just how they kept all of these cords
straight and how they were able to know what
went where and how long. In the computer field I
had a simple idea. Plug and Play was also
called Plug and Pray. This is a good idea
because sometimes when you plug you have no
idea just what it will cause. Sometimes its a
good thing sometimes its bad thing. 
As they say a bad Golfer goes Whack! Darn!, a
bad skydiver goes darn! WHACK!  So make sure
you know what you are pulling before you pull!



(Big Drop continued)

The impact of messing up this to the shipping
and environmental is of great concern. But it
looks like its working well. Great Engineering
and planning!
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The Big Drop
Engineering is an ever amazing craft. So do you
think this is going up or coming down? 

This is a interstate I64 which travels through WV
and into Kentucky. This is outside of Charleston
going west. The existing road drops from 3 lanes
to a two lane road going both directions. So it
will often times bottleneck in that area. 

Its about a 6 mile strech of the interstate, in
order to do this the existing bridge had to be
replaced. 

So have you decided is that going up or down
on that section?

If you answered down then you would be cor-
rect. They are lowering that full span onto the
barge below. 

The sheer engineering and planning needed in
order to drop that large of a section off an estab-
lished bridge and sit it balanced on a barge on a
river is beyond measureable. 

The Kanawha River is a major link for coal and
natural gas transportion via barge. It links up
with the Ohio River, which will flow into the
Mississippi River and right into the Gulf of
Mexico.
(Continued next column)
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Chief’s Log
So, this is the new year??? Where did the last
year go to?? Anyways I am here you are here;
we are here so I guess I this is a good thing! I
hope you had a good new year and I hope you
are looking forward to a better 2023 than 2022
was for many. As the Chief for both the commu-
nications and engineering departments I am very
thankful to have survived so far with this multi-
hat uniform I seem to have gotten. Let us
recount here; XO, Engineering,
Communications, SFMC OIC the Marine unit on
board, also doing the SFSO, special ops individ-
ual operations as well. Things could only get bet-
ter, or I guess worse, just depends upon your
outlook. Ok so I guess I should make this an offi-
cial log. Tara Begin recording <Beep> Recording
Cmdr. Richard Chief of Communications log
2023.01.01 We have arrived, once again, anoth-
er successful mission bringing peace, love, and
harmony to the universe. Ok maybe not so much
70's history talk. Anyways. We are here to stay
and if you think we will back down from a fight,
let me tell you this ship is ready willing and able
to kick butt and takes names. Chief of
Engineering Log 2023.01.01, Another successful
test of the spore drive. We are ready, all systems
are ready, we just need the go ahead from
Command. Hopefully they will see that we have
met and fully exceed every goal and metric
placed before us. Just give us the word!
Tara Stop recording and submit logs
<Beep> Recording stopped and both logs sub-
mitted. 

This is the damage a tiny speck of space debris
can do at 15,000mph.An anonymous user on
Reddit, who claims to work in the aerospace
field, posted an image of what a 1/2oz of space
debris can do to a block of solid aluminum. This
test was done by a light-gas gun in close quar-
ters and shows how much damage even a tiny
amount of space debris can do.Pretty scary,
huh? It should be noted that although this looks
enormous, the crater is about 5 inches deep.
Having said that, it’s caused by something about
the size and weight of an eraser on the end of a
pencil.
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Think Before you Design
There are always going to be design issues that
come up when you an engineer. Some are just
the cost of doing the work. Others well others
are the cost of poor planning and not paying
attention to the details that go into your design.

Take this picture for example.
This is a computer net-
work switch. This is a
true example of think
before you design. Many
network cables have this
rubber boot on them that

helps to protect the plug. 
Now take into account if you place a reset switch
does is shown in the pic-
ture right here. That little
black dot is a power
reset switch. If you press
and hold it in you will
cause the switch to
power reset to default settings. In this case you
will end up hitting that switch everytime you plug
in a cord in that location. 

Poor Design and forethought as to the effects of
the location of said switch.  
This is a lesson we are engineering must take
into account. Just because it looks like a good
place for it does not mean it is actually the best
location. The key is think before you place!

Time for Plan B
There comes this
time when you have
to ask yourself a
very serious ques-
tion. Is this a bad
idea? Take this per-
son for example
who took a peice of
heavy equipment
weighing in at 20-
metric tons into a
swamp area and ended up sinking it into the
swamppy mud and water. This was a rental
peice of equipment. Now this person has issues.
In the form of the Department of Ecology and
the rental company who will want damages
repaid to their $140,000 to $200,000 machine.
Then the cost of having to pay for the equipment
to be retrieved which will not be an easy task
because of the risk of getting other heavy equip-
ment stuck in the muck and mire. 
The time for plan B to be thought about some-
times comes to late. For this person the plan B
is now classifed as a rescue mission. 
For this person he is going to have to deal with
the fact that there is protected and private land
all around him. So all these factors go into how
he will have to now plan his rescue of this very
large peice of equipment without causing more
damage than that which he already has caused
to many things. 

So what do you take away from this? Have A
plan B before you start NOT AFTER!


